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ABSTRACT
Neuro-Evolution (NE) methods have been successfully ap-
plied to the rover task domain [1], [2]. However, extending
this domain to include the notion of using NE to facilitate
emergent specialization, in order to increase task perfor-
mance, has not yet been investigated. We introduce the
Collective Neuro Evolution (CONE) method, and compares
its efficacy for designing specialization, with a conventional
NE method. CONE and conventional NE were applied to
an extension of the multi-rover task [1], [2] for the purpose
of designing collective behavior. This task requires solu-
tions for controlling groups of simulated autonomous vehi-
cles (rovers) that seek to maximize the number of points
of interest discovered in an unexplored environment (global
evaluation function). Rovers operated in a discrete simu-
lation environment, and used complementary sensors and
actuators so as to maximize the global evaluation function.

Specialization was defined at both the individual and group
level according to the frequency with which rover sensors
and actuators were activated. An individual rover was de-
fined as being specialized if a given action was executed for
the majority (≥ 50% ) of a rovers lifetime. Likewise, a rover
group was defined as being specialized if rovers with a given
individual specialization constituted the majority (≥ 50% )
of rovers in a group. Emergent specialization, facilitated
by the NE methods was measured at both the individual
and rover group level. At any simulation time step, a rover
could execute one action, which equated to using one of
two sensor types (detection or evaluation), or one of two
actuator types (movement or communication). If a rover
spent the majority of its lifetime executing a single action,
it would be labeled as an evaluator, detector, communicator,
or mover. Likewise, rover groups were defined as evaluator,
detector, communicator, or mover groups if a majority of the
group consisted of rovers with a given individual specializa-
tion. A rover domain performance benchmark was defined
via specifying individual rover specialization a priori. The
REVAC parameter calibration method [3] used to evolve a
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non-specialized rover group with a high task performance.
One contribution was the provision of the CONE method,

which facilitated emergent specialization, at both the indi-
vidual agent and group level, so as to increase group fit-
ness in collective behavior tasks. Previous research eluci-
dated that behavioral specialization, at both the individual
and group level, is beneficial for task performance [4]. Here,
the research hypothesis was that CONE is appropriate for
deriving specialization at both the individual (rover con-
troller), and at the group (composition of specialized rover
controllers), where such specialization results in a high group
fitness (performance). To test this hypothesis, the task per-
formance and emergent specialization observed using the
CONE method was compared to that of the conventional
NE method, as well as a non-adaptive heuristic controller
method. For both NE methods, each rover maintained and
evolved its own population of genotypes. CONE evolved
populations of neurons, from which complete neural network
controllers were constructed, where as, the conventional NE
method evolved populations of complete controllers.

Results indicate that the CONE method was appropri-
ate for facilitating specialization at both the individual and
group levels, where as, the conventional NE method only fa-
cilitated individual specialization. An inferior performance
was exhibited by rover groups controlled by the conven-
tional NE method, and by non-specialized rover groups us-
ing heuristic controllers. In both cases, this was theorized
to be a consequence of a lack of group level specialization.
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